Greentube expands in the UK with STS partnership
Greentube, the NOVOMATIC Interactive division, has teamed up with sportsbook and casino
operator STS to launch a collection of its premium slot portfolio in the UK, further extending its reach
in the market.
The operator’s customers will soon be able to play Greentube’s top performing games locally, including
famous titles from its ‘classics’ series such as Book of Ra™ deluxe, Lucky Lady’s Charm™ deluxe and
Sizzling Hot™ deluxe. Recent smash hit releases including Diamond Link™: Mighty Elephant are also
set to go live, equipping the operator with a diverse range of quality slots which are already popular
with UK players.
STS is a Poland-based brand with a fast-growing customer base in the UK and the deal also opens up
the possibility to roll out Greentube’s content in other markets serviced by the operator.
Michael Bauer, CFO/CGO of Greentube, said: “STS is the sportsbook market leader in Poland and is
now expanding internationally. We are delighted to provide them with our best performing games to
fuel their growth in the UK as well as in more markets in the future. Our portfolio has consistently
performed well with local players, and this integration will help us to build on that trend by reaching
new audiences.”
Mateusz Juroszek, CEO of STS, said: “Partnering with Greentube provides us with a host of titles that
are already widely popular among both land-based and online players, helping us attract new
customers to our platform. We look forward to progressing this partnership and working with
Greentube’s team to roll out more of its renowned content across our sites in the future.”
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About Greentube
Step inside the “Home of Games” with Greentube, delivering safe and secure casino entertainment to players around the
world. As the NOVOMATIC Interactive division, Greentube offers a diversified portfolio of Video Slots, Table Games, AWP
Reloaded Slots, Server-Based Gaming, Social Casino Gaming, Video Bingo and more. Greentube’s Omni-channel technology is
at the forefront of gaming innovation and converges online, mobile and land-based gaming.
About STS Gaming Group
STS Gaming Group is a leading company in the gaming industry in CEE, providing betting services to over 1 million customers
in Europe. The portfolio of the Group includes sportsbook, virtual sports, casino and live casino, a wide range of esports betting
is run as well. STS Gaming Group is focused on R&D projects. Due to its dynamic development over the last few years, the
Group has increased its revenue over 10-times and plans further geographic expansion. Currently, STS Gaming Group employs
over 1,500 employees, has more than 440 betting shops in Poland and 4 offices located in Katowice, Warsaw, Prague and
Malta.

